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WEEK ONE

Rainbow Painting
The goal of this Art to Go project provided by the Catalina Island Museum is to have your 

child inspire joy and positivity in Avalon while learning a basic color lesson. We ask that you 
post the finished project on social media. Please tag the museum @CatalinaMuseum and 

use #arttogocatalina and #avalonstrong.

Art Kit Includes:
8” x 10” canvas board, paint (red, yellow, blue), pencil, paper towel, glove for finger 

painting, and white paper surface cover. 

1. Place your canvas in middle of the white  
 paper supplied to cover your table
2. Draw a rainbow with 7 lines
3. Open all 3 paint containers and place lids   
 next to each one
4. With your glove on, dip your finger in the yellow   
 paint and cover lines 2, 3 and 4 of the rainbow
5. Wipe off extra paint on finger with a paper towel
6. Dip your finger into the red paint and cover lines 1 and 2 of the rainbow
7. Line 1 will now be read and line 2 will be orange (red and yellow mixed   
 together)
8. Add more red paint to the last line (line 6) of the rainbow
9. Wipe off extra paint on finger with a paper towel
10. Dip your finger into the blue paint and cover the lines 4,5 and 6 of the rainbow
11. Rubbing the blue paint over line 4 (already covered in yellow) will make green
12. Leave line 5 blue
13. Rub the blue paint into the red paint on line 6 will make purple. 
14. Your rainbow is complete! Please hang it in your window or display it in your   
 home to promote hope and joy. 

Instructions:

Visit CatalinaMuseum.org/education for additional projects
If you have any questions, please contact Annie Benedict via email at 

membership@catalinamuseum.org or by phone at 310-510-4650.
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